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RECENT PROGRESS ON THE LOS ALAMOS AURORA
ICF LASER SYSTEM
by
L.A. Rosocha and L.S. Blalr
Los Alamos National Laboratory of Me University of Callforilia
P.O. Box 1663, MS-E548, Lcs Aiamos, NM 87545

Aurora
is the Los Alamos short-pulse,
high-power,
krypton-fluoride laser system. It serves as an end-to-end
technology
demonstration
prototype for large-scale
ultraviolet laser systems for short wavelength inertial
confinement fusion (ICF) investigations. The system is
designed to employ opt,~al angular multiplexing and
serial amplification by electron-beam-driven
KrF laser
amplifiers to deliver stacked, 248-rim, 5-ns duration multikilojoule laser pulses to lCF-relevarlt !argets. This paper
presents a summary of the Aurora system and a
discussion of the progress achieved in the Construction
and integration of the laser system. We concentrate on
the main features
of the following
major system
components: front-end lasers, amplifier train, multiplexer,
optical relay train, demultiplexer,
and the associated
optical alignment system. During the past year, two major
construction
and
integration
tasks
have
been
accomplished.
The first tack is the demonstration of 96.
beam multiplexing and amplified energy extraction, as
evidenced by the integrated operation of the front end, the
multiplexer (12-fold and 8-fold encoders), the optical relay
train, and three electron-beam-driven
amplifiers.
The
second task is ths assembly and Installation of the
demultiplexer optical hardware, which consists of over
300 optical components ranging in size irom several
centimeters cquare !0 over a meter square.

However, because of a relatively low saturation flux,
large nonsaturable
absorption
losses, and the nonstorage nature (short excited state lifetime) of the laser
medium, the KrF laser must be scaled to Iarga aperture
sizes and operated in a long pulse (>100 ns) mode to
produce efficient high energy (kJ- and MJ-class) outputs.
Because efficient coupling of the laser energy to a fusion
target requires a laser pulse duration with an energetic
component of -5 to 10 ns, a means of matching the target
pulse duration requirement to the laser amplifier pulse
duration must be provided.
At Los Alamos, we have employed !he technique of
optical multiplexing to accomplish this match because it
utilizes
existing
designs
and conventional
optical
methods. Figure 1 shows the concept. The application of
multiplexing to a kilojoule-class KrF/lCF laser driver will be
investigated at LANL with the Aurora system.
The Aurora
KrF/lCF
technology
demonstration
prototype system employs optical angular multiplexing
and serial amplification by electron beam-pumped KrF
laser amplifiers to de!;ver 5- to 8.kJ, 248. nm laser pulses
of 5ms duration to ICF targets, Aurora is being built in two

UItlU@UGUUl
KrF lasers are promising ccrndldatos for Inertial
confinement fusion Vivtws (ICF) because they have the
following specific actvarlta~es:
.

Short wavelength (which couples more elficlently to
fusion targets then either infi ~red or vlslble lasers);

●

Decreased superthermal electron production;

●

Increased plasma penetration, which Ieado 10 high
ablation pressures;

✎

Broad bandwidth
(which tenrh
10 decrea~e
deleterious nonlinear plasma processes);

●

t Ilgh Intrinsic laser efficiency:

✎

Economical construction cost;

✎

High energy scalnblllty;

●

Polerltinl for repetitive operatim,

j-pi?

,,,,
.
Jl-

Fig. 1: A schematic dlagr,lm that illustrates tho concept of
opticnl angular multiplexing. From the front end pulse, an
encoder producos a bend to-tail train of pulses that are
sllgh~ly separnted in path nngle. This pulse trnin iu then
nmpltfiod and the indivldunl pulses nre rml Niong nppro prlate flight paths such thnt all the pulEes arrive at ‘be taroet simultaneously.
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phases: the first phase (which has been essentially
includes
the multiplexing
and serial
completed)
amplification features, while the second phase includes
the” additional end-to-end demonstrations
of demultiplexing and delivery of laser pulses to fusion targets. The
system has been described in great detail in several
earlier publication s.1’s The main power amplifier in the
system, the Large Aperture Module (LAM) has a laser
aperture of 1 m x 1 m and is the largest and most
energetic existing ultraviolet laser of its type so far
reported, having produced in excess of 10 kJ of 248-rim
laser light when operated as a nonoptimized unstable
resonator.dis

,,

,,,,

uniform electron
volumes;

beam

pumping

of large

laser

●

optical angular multiplexing
and demultiplexing
systems that are scalable to large system designs;

●

staging of large KrF amplifiers;

●

uv pulse propagation over long paths;

.

alignment of multibeam systems;

.

nove! approaches to optical hardware that can lead
to cost redumions for even larger systems.

Figure 2 shows a conceptual layout of the Aurora
system as it is preserdly configured. This figure illustrates
all of the main optical and laser elements from the front
end through the the final power amplifier output, and on to
the target system. The first phase part of the system
emPlOYS the components from the front end to the LAM

The Aurora prototype
will demonstrate
critical
technologies involved in developing KrF drivers for fusion
a(ld will serve as a test-bed
for some pa~icular
technological aspects of larger laser fusion systems. In
particular, Aurora will examine:
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Fig, 2 A conceptual Inyout of ltw Aurora laser syGtem, All of ttw mnin optlcnl rind krsq~rolomonts irorn tho front end,
onorgy are
through the flnnl nmplifiw output and on to the Iargot aro shown, Stnao gains, rwmbor of Lontn%, nncl Milrn
Indicated at various points along the be~m path, l’yplcal d~livered energy at the tnrget IS oxpoct~d to be - 5 kJ In
4E beams,
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output. In this phase, the basic approach IS to replicate the
front end output using aperture slicers, beamsplitters, and
mirrors to produce a 480-ns long pulse train consisting of
96 beams each of 5-ns duration.
These encoded
(multiplexed) pulses, which are spatially separated, are
then individually adjusted at the entrance pupil of an

years,
Figure 3 shows an artist’s conception of the
second-phase Aurora system as it will appear wi!h a .l&
beam demultiplexer
and target building in place. As
configured, this system is designed to stack 48 of the 96
beams into a single multi-kilojoule 5-ns pulse at the fusion
target.

optical relay system.
The beam train is then relayed
through two single-pass iaser amplifiers (the Preamplifier
and Intermediate Amplifier), a double-pass laser amplifier
(the Large Aperture Module), and delivered to the optical
multiplexer (decoder).
Beam train alignment to the
multiplexer is accomplished with two automated alignment
systems.
One system points each of the 96 beams
through the Preamplifier entrance pupil and the second
keeps the Large Aperture Module primary mirror aligned
in real time. In principal, a final optimized design output of
15 to 20 kJ can be expected from the LAM.

In this paper, we will present brief surveys of the front
end, the amplifiers, the multiplexer and roiay optics, the
alignment system, and the demultiplexer optics, The target irradiation apparatus, which is adequately treated
elsewhere,6 will not be described here, other than to say
that considerable
progress
has been made in the
installation of the targeJ chamber and associated apparatus. Progress achieved in the construction, testing, and
integration of the laser system ov9r the past year will also
be discussed.

To deliver short-pulse KrF laser energy to fusion
targets, the system will require decoder (demultiplexer)
optics to compress the multiplexed beam train and a target
facility to house and perform diagnostics on fusion targets,
The second phase of Aurora will be concerned with an
end-to-end demonstration of multiplexing, amplification,
demultiplexing, and delivery of energy to target. Due to
fiscal and programmatic constraints, only 48 beams from
the set of 96 multiplexed and amplified beams will be
demultiplexed and sent to target in the next one to two
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The front-end system provides the initial pulse that is
replicated and then nmplified for delivery to the target.
The Aurora front-end system is progressing in stages that
correspond to the two phases of the project, An interim
front end now provides 5-ns pulses adaquate for startup
and initial integration of the amplifier chain, A front end to
be installed later (but developed during the past year) will
provide high-contrasf ratio, plllse shaping, and bandwidth
flexibility,
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Fig. 3 An artist’s concfrptior of tho Aurora system with lhe 4p. benm decoder nncf trugot building in place Most of the
system is now blllit nnd Is In Iho process of syslem Intogrntlon,
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The first-phase front-end system uses Pockels cells to
switch out a 5-ns pulse from a longer 25-ns pulse
produced by a commercial electric discharge-pumped,
injection-locked KrF oscillator-amplifier system. The 5-ns
pulse is then split intc two identical 5-ns pulses that are
then amplified by a commercial TEA KrF postamplifier and
sen$ !u the 12-fold encotier (multiplexer). The combined
energy of the two pulses is a;~proximately 250 mJ. The
performance of the system (total erlergy, contrast ratio,
and beam divergence) is determined by the characteristics of the Pockels cell, th6 oscillator-amplifier, and the
post amplifier.
After enlerging fror(( the second switch and polarizer
set, the single 5-ns pulse is split into two identical pulses
by the beamsplitter and then passed through two parallel
61ectric discharge post amplifiers.
UpoII emei’ging from
the post amplifiers, the two 5-ns pulses typically contain a
total energy of approximately 350 mJ; this is more than
sufficient energy for the multiplexing demonstration.
The
shape of the 5-ns pulses emerging from the post
amplifiers is de~ermined by the effective excited state
lifetime of the KrF gain medium (which is due to a short
s~ontaneous lifetime of about 6 ns and the effect of
collisiolal quenching). The KrF gain medium is in fact an
energy storage medium with an effective lifetime of 2 2.5 ns, which results in an amplified puiso with a strong
spike on tho leading edge.

The above front-end
configuration
meets the
requirements for the proof-of-principle demonstration of
the Wchnique of angular multiplexing, but will not be
adequate for the delwery of energy m fusion targws since
the contrast ratio is only of order 100:1. To provide a high
ql,ality ttirgjet-shooter
front end, Stimulated Brillouin
Scattering (SBS) phase-conjugate
mirrors have been
used to improve the baseline front cm lasers,
The modified front end7 (which contains
mapy
components common to the baseline front end ) is shown
in Figure 4, Ii takes advantage of commercially availabie
units, which are then appropriately modified. A Lambda
Physik Model EMG.130 KrF laser (which contains two
discharge heads that are used as en oscillator.amplifier
arrangement!) comprise ihe main componoms of the new
front end, The oscillator cavity, which consists of a 10-m
concavo high. reflectivity mirror and a 600/0 reflectance flat
output coupler separated by 1.25 m wlfh a 1mm
irrtracav:fy aperf(~re, was operatod with a moderate
amount Gf dispersion provided by a $ingle prism, This
resulted in a bandwidth of -1(J cm.1, The IfJ. FIJ, Z(j.ns
pulso from the oscillator is optically dolayad by 20 ns to
compensate
fcr the built.in delay betw(?on the twc
discharge iasot’ heads
A polarizer placed m the outpuf
be~m provides linear polarization
A bmm-expanding
telescope then expands tha beem to ovnrflll the 1,5-cm x
3,0cnl cross section of the preamplitte[
An aperturo at
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the Aurora front end using
phase conjugation
by Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

(s13s).
the focus of this telescope
spontaneous
emission
telescope input lens if the
beam is injected into the
reflection from an uncoated

stops the backward amplified
(ASE) from damaging
the
oscillator fails to operate. The
preamplifier by a 9% S-plane
vvedged beamsplitfer,

After one pass of amplification, the beam is focused by
a 25-cm focal length lens into the SBS cell containing
20 atm of SF6. Tt J phase-conjugate reflection prod~cecf
when the medil IT reaches threshoid is re!urned through
the preamplifier,
amplified a seccod time, and taken
through the beamsplitter,
The SBS pulse width can be
varied by atte,luating the oscillator beam, This controls
the amount of time required to reach It) eshold in the SE!S
medium. The oscillator atter?uation has beenadjusted to
Drovide the required pulse width of 5 ns. This pulsewidth
is very reproducible (<0,2 ns pulwa-to.pulse ‘variation).
The 1.5-cm x 3,0-cm output beam from the preamplifier
is expanded with a 2X ‘elgscope to form a 3.cm x 6-cm
bear,l. This beam is split with a scraper mirror into two
idcrrmcal square beams of size 3 cm x 3 cm. Each of :hese
beams is sir,gle-pass
amplified through a separate
Lumonics amplifier and delivered to the encodel.
The performance of the advanced front end shows
improvement in several areas when compartrd with the
baseline front end that used Pock@Is cells and polarizers
to creato the 5-ns pulse. The prepulse has been retiuced
as evidenced by an instrumentation- iimited measurement,
which showed a prepulse ermrgy oi C11J”4of thal m the
main pulse, Final beam quality from the amplifier is now
1,5 times cfiffraction limited (1,5 x DL) as compared to 5,0 x
DL previously. The output energy has been doublod and
the maximum pulso repetilll. n rate has been increaoed
from one pulse per minute to 0,5 Hz.
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The Kr/Ar/F2 gain medium in the Aurora amplifiers is
pumped by cola cathode electron guns, the details of
which have been described elsewhere.118 In summary,
the electron guns make use of pianar cold cathode diodes
with graphite felt emitters ranging in emission area from
1,2oO cmz to 20,000 cmz, The diodes are typically driven
by Marx generator-charged pulse forming lines (PFLs) of
low impedance (-2.7Q for most amplifiers). The typical
electrical pulse length is 650 ns, the diode vol!age 200650 kV, and the current derlsity 25 A/cmQ at the cathode.
Electron current is transported into the laser gas with
-50% efficiency through Ti foils and a hibachi support
structure. Externally applied magnetic guide fields of 1,5
to 3 kGauss are used to orovide uniform current delivery,
The main amplification chain for Aurora consists of four
electron beam-driven
KrF laser amplifi~rs ranging in
aperture size from 10 cm x 12 cm to 100 cm x 10CIcm.
These devices are specified the Small Aperture Module
(SAM), the Preamplifier (PA), the Intermediate Amplifier
(1A), and the Large Apertura Module (LAM).
The
characteristics
Table 1,

Fig. 5: Photograph sltowirlg the interior of the Preamplifier
(PA) cold cathode diode,

of these four amplifiers are summarized in

Summmryof Ampllflor Spaclfloat16nc

AA&L
pumpputs. length (ns)

100

2ELJfL

~

650

650

650

E-Gunvottcqe(kV)

300

675

675

675

E-Guncurr.nt In gan(~cmz)

12

10

10

12

E-Gunsroa (mz)

L1.12

1.20

1.20

2,00

Input / output ligIIt .n.rgy

(J)

0.25/5 1/50 50f2k 2k/20k

Stage g~in

20

50

Laserapanur. (cm x cm)

10X12

20X20 40X40

40

10

100X1OO

Figures 5.7 show some of the amplifier hardware. At
present all amplifiers have been operated successfully as
lasers, although the pumping of the 1Aneeds improvement
in magnitude and uniformity. Tile LAM Is representative of
all of the amplifiers in the Aurora chain, except that the PA
and 1A use single-sided electron beam, pumping and the
SAM does not use a PFL, Tho theoretical performance of
these amplifiers has been discussed In detail elsewhere,l,g
The actual performance 61 these laser devices has
been determined by experiments conducted to measure
the gain and by integrated 96-beam energy extraction
measurements, Figures WI and 8b display the measured
velues of small-signal gainlo for the PA and 1A, while
Tablo II gives the measured amplifier performance,
The

Fig, 6: A photograph showing the assembled Intermediate
Amplifier (1A). The laser chamber, diode vacuum box, and
the guidtr magnets are visible in the foreground; the Marx
generator and watgr PFLs are slightly visible in the
backgrwnd.

12-e;d,wsnt beam train shown in Figure 9a is incident at
the SAM, arnplitied, and replicated into a 96-element
beam trairrl 1 shown in Fiqure 9b. Amplification of tlvs
96-ekrmsnt train is discussed in Section 5 of this paper.

4a-MWMuumLAl’.wmnUWMm
The Aurora opt~:al system is representative of typical
angularly multiplexed systems. It is ~iesif (~edto match the
long ampiifier electrical excitation puise time, which is
determined by electrical and iaser kineiics considerations,
to tho much shorter pulse times required for efiicient
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Fig, 7: Photographs showing (a) the assembly of a set of
improved LANL-designed PFLs for the Large Aperture
Mowle (LAM) and (b) the diode box, laser chamber.
—. and
—.guide magnets.

coupling of the Iasm pulse energy to inertial fusion targets.
This system uses angle and time multiplexing to perform
this match. Distance is used to provide the necessary ti, ,,e
delays needed to time-e,lcode and decode a 96-beam
puise train of 5-ns pulses, The major parts of the system
are: (1) an optical encoder that roplicat6s the 5-ns frontend output pulse to produce a 480-ns long pulse train
consisting cf 96 ~eparate beams placed head-to-tail in
time; (2) an angle encoder that spatially separates the
beams so tt’ . they can be decoded at some later time and
also helps to direct the beams through the amplifiers; and
(3) a centered oplical system that relays the beams
through the amplifiers so that tho beams expand and fill
the active gain volumes; (4) an optical decoder to
appropriately delay the earlier pulses In the pulse train

I ,,

Soo

000

i

700

(Torr)

(b)
Fig, 8: Resuhs of measurements of Aurora mid-chain
amplifier gain at low pump rate, (a) Spatial dependence pf
PA small-signal gain at 80 kW/cm3. (b) Pressure dependence of 1A small-signal gain at 40 kW/cm3,

relative to the later pulses so that they all arrive at the
target at the same time; (5) a ret of final aiming mirrors
and focusing Proses that direct the betims onto the target;
and (6) three optical alignment systems that contro! the
alignment of the encoder, the final amplifier feed mirror
array, and the final aiming mirrors, Figure 2 has ~hown a
conceptual layout of the opiics in Aurora. Figure 10 shows
the key parts of the assembled multiplexer hardware,
Figure 11 shows the automated multiplex?
alignment
system thal can simultaneously align all 96 beams to an
accuracy al 3 tll 5 Vrad In approximately 3 minutes; two
other separate alignment systems will be required for the
fully irltef~rutefj Aurora system,
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Tablo II
Meowed

Perforrnanco Of Electron-Beam-Pumped
AfI@lfi.ra

ltl

DMce

Marxch~rge(kV)

55

55

45

60

F2 (tOm)

3.75

3.00

3.00

W (!orr)

75

60

60

750

2.00
40
400

600

600

10

18

123

173

Total gas pressure
Deposited

(torr)

energy (kJ)

176

597

2000

2000

56

29

67

67

Pump rate (kW/cm3)

80

42

95

144

go(m-l), premix

2.06

1.33

2.05

Osc.

go(m-l ), in situ

1.s6

1.16

1.90

Osc.

Extractedenergy(kJ)

SSG

SSG

SSG

10.7

Volume

(liters)

Specific energy

(J/1)

Notos:
1. Osc.: oscillatorexperiments.
2. SSG: small-signal gain expwiments.
premixed laser gas.
3. premix:
4. in situ:
laser gas mixed in chamber.

The oDtical svstem (multiplexer, demultipldxer, and
associated alignment systems) have been described in
detail in other publications.1-3,1z
In this paper, we will
deal with recent progress achieved in the assembly of the
demultiplexer.13
Recently, several years of design,
procurement
and assembly have culminated
in the
accomplishment of a major Aurora milestone, namely the
installation of all of the demultiplexer hardware, which
consists of over 300 optical components ranging in size
from several centimeters square to over a meter square.
All optics are installed and all optical mount drive motors
and motor co:drollers are installed and operational.

Fig. 9: (a) Twelve-element beam train incident at the SAM,
(b) Ninety-six-element beam train incident at the PA.

~QIl@lRl~
Because the ICF target requires a short pulse of -$ns
duration, the 480-ns arnplifi~r pulse must be compressed
for second-phase Aurora, The synthetic long pulse which
feeds the LAM consists of a train of 96 separate 5-ns
pulses, Th6 96 pulses that havo been encoded In the
multiplexer are the,~ decoded in the demultiplexer
to
compress the tong pulse train into a single high-power
pulse, This is accomplished by sending the beams along
different flight paths to the target, Initially, for budgetary
and programmatic reasons, only 46 of the 96 beams will
be decoded and delivered to the target,
Figure 12 is a cliagram that illustrates the demultiplexer
(decoder) Iayuut. All 96 beams lea’ e the last lens of the
,relay train (centgred optical system), which is near a pupil,
at different angles separated by 1,8 mrad, They am
directfrd toward the LAM feed array (Fig 138), which IS the
first position

after

beams

again

can

the centered
be

optical

individually

system

pointed,

where

the

The beam

position and spacing on the feed array ara determined by
the recollimator array spacing and position. Each convex
mirror in the feed array is 10-cm square, However, the
beams on the array are only 5-cm square. The radius of
curvature of the convex mirrors is 5.99 m. Each feed
array mirror points at the LAM and expands the 5-cm
beam to 1 m to fill the amplifier with light. The concave
107-m radius of curvature LAM mirror causes the beams
to converge along the path toward the recollimator array
(Fig. 13b) where the beams are again separated.
The
recollimator
mirror spacing is 18 cm center-to-center.
At
the recollimatur array, the bw!ms are14-cm square. The
17-cm square conwx recollimator mirrors ilave a 35.12-m
radi~ls

of curvature,

l“hey

recollimate

the

beams

and

the 61-cm square fold mirrors shown in
Figure 14, A view of the LAM feed array, recollimator
array and fold mirrors is shown in Figuro 15 The fold
mirrors point the beams toward the fine decoder,
Figure 16, which takes out the beam-to-beam time delays
and direct the beams to the final aiming array shown in

direct

them

toward
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Fig. 10: Ninety-six-beam Aurora multiplexing is accomplished with three systems: (a) 12-fold encoder (aperture
division), (b) El-fold encoder (intensity division), (c)
96--elenlent, computer-controlled angle-multiplexing mirror array.

Fig, 11: Ttle input pupil array aligflment station feedback
loop. A dichroic beamsplitter before the input pupil ref16cts collinear visible beams to a 96-spot focal plane on a
mask with benchmarks. The spots are image-processed
and positioned relative to the benchmarks by driving the
input pupil array mirmrs, From Reference 12.
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JFig. 12: Present 48-beam demultiplexer layout with onesided targel illumination (not to scale and only a few
beams shown). A 240-ns delay is required; a 120-ns
delay is hidden in turn and grade change from a separation tunnel in the fine deader wing.

Fig. 14: Foid mirror arrays showing the stands and lightweight mirrors.
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(a)

Fig. 15: A view down the beam tunnai showing the LAM
feed array (left), fokt mirrors (right), and recoilimator arrajA
(far background).

—

(b)
Fig, 13: (a) Ninety-six-element LAM feed array. (b) Fortyeight-element
recollimator array.
These arrays are
assembled and integrated into the upstream optical system.
.

Fig, 16: The fine decoder stands and mirrors; these
m:nove the 5-ns time deiays between adjacant beams.
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Fi~~re 17. The aiming mirrors point the beams through
the target lenses, shown in Figure 18, which focus all the
beams onto the target plane (at a best-focus spot size of
200 ~m).
Tire fabrication
of these components
has been
progressing for the past few years. The Aurora hardware
represents a reasonable assessment of the present offthe-shelf industry capability, quality, and cost for large KrF
laser system optical components. Almost all parts were
specified to have a surface figure of at least MO or better
at 633 nm. This specification did not appear to drive the
cost. For all but the largest parts, we were able to check
the parts at LANL to ensure accuracy and quality.
The part-to-part tolerance for the convex LAM feed
mirrors, convex recollimator array mirrors, and the target
lenses were the most difficult to obtain and verify. The
lightweight pyrex mirrors that are shown in Figure 14
proved to be the most cost-effective approach for the
larger mirrors in the system. These mirrors now represent
a proven technology that can be applied to future systems,
Ongoing work on the optical system is concentrating
on the tafget alignment apparatus and the integration of
the optical system to the amplifiers.
5

Recent W-

Fig. 18: A view of the lens plate and the 48 target focusing
lenses.

In Svs~

The most significant system integration milestone
achieved during the past year wa$ the extraction of
amplified 96-beam energy from the Intermediate Amplifier,

I

For this demonstration, the front end, SAM amplifier, the
12-fold and .8-jold encoders, the Preamplifier, the optical
relay train, and the Intermediate Ampilfie, were operated
as an integrated chain. The experimental setup is shown
in Figure 19. A 96-eleme
beam train containing 256 J
was extracted from the 1Aoutput. Although this is not the
design value of -1 kJ, it represents a significant step in
the integration of the entire Aurora laser system.
At preserd, we have made some improvements in the
SAM gain and are making some improvements in the PA
and 1A that should allow the extraction of near-design
energy from the amplifier chain. VA+ are nowprepafina
another
system
integration
experiment
that will
demonstrate the integration of virtually all of the Aurora
system,
In the upcoming experiment, the 96-element
beam train from the 1A w’ill be delivered
to the
demultiplexer,
where 48 beams will be decoded and
delivered to the target plane.
A modest amount of
delivered
energy
(-100 J) is planned
for this
demonstration.
Aft.w that achievement, the LAM will be
added to the system.

AUrr

Fig, 17: The fir,al aiming mirror stand and the 48 mirrors
that point the beams at the target focusing lenses,
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was

bul~

as

af

experiment to examine

rra,y

of

KrF/lCF
lasers.
So far, we have demonstrated
96-bear,?
multiplexing and etiergy ~ “traction, amplifier s!aging, and
Several other secondar;’
precise optical alignment.
issues are also in need of examination to optimize the
performance of Aurora and to resolve pctential problems.
These are:

the

technology
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power
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Fig. 19: Ninety-six-beam energy extraction experiments are proceeding through the Aurora amplifier chain, Amplifier
chain performance to date: 256 J O( 248-rim laser radkfion has been extracted lrom the Intermediate Amplifier, driven
by the front end, multiplexer, Small Aperture Moduie, and Preamplifier,

●

Multiplexer/demuHiplexer
from optical coatings
crosstalk;

crosstalk and scattering
that may contribute
to

. Laser- and fluorine-induced
coat ings;
●

damage
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